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a b s t r a c t
After binarization of cells in complex cytological and histological images the segmented structures can be
rather far away from a ﬁnal quantiﬁcation of features of single cells since cells may overlap and cluster
strongly. Separating optically, partially or totally fused entities like cells is a problem which frequently
cannot be solved by a watershed segmentation or a basic morphological processing of images. However,
considering different morphological scales after iterative erosion gives rise to dominant markers of singular objects. Performing a reconstruction by iterative dilation yields a scale-independent decomposition
of multiple disjointed cell clumps of different sizes within an image.
Accordingly we developed a technique that splits cell clumps into meaningful parts. Since this method
is based on the analysis of the morphological-scale space, generated by iterative erosion, it is independent
on the size of cell clusters. The detection of dominant points within the eroded scales are cell-speciﬁc
markers. The converse integration of markers at different scales is obtained by a successive reconstruction based on constrained dilation of the original cell shape.
The advantages of this approach are the independence of cell shapes which are clumped, the consideration of holes or background intensities within objects and the robustness with regard to convergence. An
important beneﬁt is the ﬁtting of the operation time to the size of clusters by the size of the morphological structuring element. This means, that this approach requires only one parameter. Finally, a better
match of the morphological scale space approach was found and compared with the ground truth as well
as the results of the watershed technique.
The primary object of this paper is to highlight the algorithm and its results by using different examples
from benchmark databases, self generated images that exhibit different topological features and complex
conﬁgurations of cells within histological images.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Image analytic-based cell measurements in diascopic micrographs of stained cells in histological sections depend strongly on
staining features, local cell distributions and variability of their size
and shape [100]. The section thickness leads to considerable differences of gray-level or color distributions within cells. In the case of
sections of the central nervous system stained with cresyl violet
thicker sections of 10–20 lm give rise to almost dark stained neurons whereby thin sections of about 5 lm yields a pale nucleus, a
dark nucleolus and a deﬁnable perikaryon. These features that
inﬂuence the complexity of a digitized histological scene are also
true for other organs. In this contribution, we focus on cell aggregations in the central nervous system and address several exam-
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ples of further objects in images that can be split by the same
approach presented. Many areas within the brain of vertebrates exhibit dense neuron distributions which even persist in thin sections where partial or total overlaps of structures in consequence
of optical projection appear. Likewise, optical fusion appears if cells
are juxtaposed very closely like the small granular cells of the cerebellum or those in the dentate gyrus.
To summarize, micrographs of stained histological sections of
the brain will probably contain overlaps of structures, due to distribution, when projecting a 3D-physical structure into a 2D-image.
These overlaps are reduced in confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [1,3]. However, for long-term measurements of large
areas of histological sections, for instance serial sections of brains,
CLSM is inapplicable and motorized video microscopy [102] or
high-resolution transparent ﬂat bed scanning [101] need to be
performed.
Cytological as well as histological analysis of cell parameters
[139,91,19,86,62,30] assume that the objects to be measured, i.e.
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cell bodies and/or cell nuclei are not connected. Reliable automatic
processing of cytological and histological digital images is particularly demanded for clinical routine purposes as well as for basic
science. Naive methods like conditioned and scale space-based
erosion [131] result in an unsatisfying splitting if objects are juxtaposed very closely. Even sophisticated procedures like watershed
segmentation of heavily clustered cells with different shape and
size may fail [125,9,124,63,75,23,20,122,2,52,27].
For many years [80,37,39,85,94,105,114,111,135] much effort
has been spent to decompose such cell overlaps (for an overview
see e.g. [8]) as the successful splitting of these cells is the key to
automatic quantitative cell analysis in cytology and histology
[64]. However, for extensive overlaps of hundreds or thousands
of structures in images where the area of the foreground is larger
than the background (Figs. 1a” and 4g) the decomposition problem
becomes complex. Automatic morphometry[6] of complex cell dis-
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tributions in histological sections of biological material is a challenging task in combination with registration of serial sections
[73] in order to generate complete cell atlases of organs, especially
brains [61]. This cutting-edge technology most often uses mice as
species for genetic modiﬁcations. These are knocking out or knocking in of speciﬁc genes inducing different kinds of effects like morphological changes especially of the brain that must be recognized,
analyzed and compared quantitatively at the cellular level.
The problem of touching objects[4] persists after image analytic
processes (denoising, shading correction, normalization) are applied. In many cases these preprocessing steps are followed by global segmentation using standard methods [112,138,79,96,40,128]
that produce bilevel, resp. half-tone images that contain sufﬁcient
foreground information for further cell-object speciﬁc processing.
Classical techniques like Hough-transform are useful if particles
possess regular shapes (circles or ellipses) [50]. The structural anal-

Fig. 1. The decomposition problem and differences of binarization of cell images. (a) First sample image with a superposition of two disjoint nerve cells (rectangle).
(b) Second sample image with a strong spatial clustering of cells (rectangle). (a’) Global segmentation with the Otsu-method. (a”) Local adaptive segmentation. (a”’) K-means
segmentation. (a””) Mean-shift segmentation (same as in b’-b””). Binarizations are comparable: the segmentation results lead to strongly fused cell objects. (c) Superimposed
gray scaled and binarized cells for which a decomposition should be found. At least the cell boundary should be reconstructed used for masking and further operations.
(d) Clustered gray scaled and binarized cells for which a decomposition should be found and cell boundaries should be reconstructed.
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ysis of cytological images is often performed by means of morphological ﬁlters[127,28,87,71] because of their shape-, rather than frequency-orientated operations [67]. Such nonlinear approaches are
well suited for shape description [41] and decomposition [66,88].
The concept of morphological operations has been extended to
multiscale shape representations [98,121,46,38]. By applying morphological multiscale decomposition (MSD)[42] an image containing fused regions is decomposed into size-speciﬁc scales, each

carrying markers representing disjoint regions. The detected markers are used to reconstruct successively original shapes without
fusing them again. This kind of morphology based separation can
be adapted to different shapes of aggregated particles as shown
by [113,71]. Aggregates that consist of particles of certain sizes
can be segmented by appropriate morphological processing
whereas the shape and size of cells in biological specimens may
vary considerably (Fig. 1c and d).

Fig. 2. Illustration of the steps of the algorithm. On the left the topdown and on the right the bottomup processing is shown. E is an erosion and D a dilation. Disjoint markers
of the cells are separated by the two steps of erosion and dilation, respectively, opening (topdown). After reaching the steady state of the analysis process the synthesis by
merging and reconstruction is performed to reach the original cell shapes in image Irec
0 . At the same time the separate markers are prevented and splitting is secured.
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Aggregates may appear as two touching cells or large clusters
with many holes, i.e. connected regions of background within an
aggregate Fig. 1a and b). Contour-based algorithms are used for
such complex clusters. Mostly, these algorithms determine centroids of decomposed particles followed by a precise gray scalebased segmentation by the watershed method or region growing.
Contour-based algorithms determine dominant points, i.e. concavities and convexities of the contour and test which cut path or split
path of opposite dominant points turns out to minimize a cost
function. Further methods aim to separate by applying active contours and level sets. A comprehensive overview of recent literature
concerning these families of aggregate-particle-problems and algorithms is given in the following:
 Morphology-based procedures: [12,119,55–57,125,8,75,70,74,23],
 Contour-based techniques: [68,22,116,134,11,113,53,99,107,51,
93,48,126],
 Active contour-based methods: [16,140,104,6],
 Graph theoretic approaches [36,35],
 Parametric ﬁtting algorithms [24,113,133,130] and
 Level set approach [24,103].
So far, a comprehensive benchmark using a database of cell
clumps or clumped objects is not available. In this article we compared the splitting results of the most often applied watershed
method with the multiscale-based morphological algorithm described in Section 2.2.
The linear concept of multiscale-based ﬁltering was introduced
in terms of a systematic application to image analysis by [14,129].
Later on, this approach was applied to shape-based decomposition
through morphological ﬁlters[45,120,97,38] and optimized for efﬁcient subdivision problems in image analysis [13,47,98,132,46,71].
Subdivision by morphological multiscale processing was applied
successfully to split touching objects in images generated from
projections of ﬁbroblasts in cytological micrographs [71].
In this contribution, we have implemented the algorithm and
solved different problems that arose within testing the modiﬁed
method on test images of differing topological features. Virtues
and limitations of the morphological multiscale decomposition
(MSD) technique are explicated and compared with the standard
approach of watershed-based decomposition (WSD). Our investigations have shown promising results when applying this splitting
method to complex cell clusters obtained from different digitizing
techniques, like bright ﬁeld microscopy and high-resolution transparent ﬂat bed scanning [101].
The objective of this study is to decompose cell agglomerates to
localize cell boarders (Fig. 1c and d). Based on the localization of
cell borders in the form of closed polygons (Fig. 1c and d) the regions can be masked and intensity distributions of localized cells
can be analyzed. The result of the splitting of systematic modiﬁed
test images and real biological images was compared with images
in which an expected partition was deﬁned by an investigator to
allow comparisons of the splitting outcomes.
2. Materials and methods
For the realization, testing and modiﬁcation of the morphological multiscale method (MSD) we used three families of images:
synthetic images (arte) (Fig. 3), light microscopic images of cell
clusters (cells) (Fig. 4a) [101] and high-resolution transparent ﬂat
bed scanned images [100] of histological sections of mouse brains
stained with the modiﬁed method of Gallyas (scan) [33,101] (Figs.
4d–f and 8c–u). In comparison to typical shapes of a cluster, one of
the synthetic images (Fig. 3d) was systematically modiﬁed (Fig. 3f–
k) by inserting combinations of holes within the object to study the
effects on the splitting results. In Fig. 3b and c, as well as in Fig. 4i

and j, corners appear in combination with concavities and convexities. Such contour features of these synthetic test images are comparable with some regions of contours of cell clusters that are
composed of pyramidal neurons, multipolar neurons or endothelial
cells. In Fig. 8 many segments of the contours possess a corner like
appearance due to the optical resolution of transparent ﬂat bed
scans. With regard to space limitation we have chosen typical
and complex biological examples from a collection of biological
test images with a sample size of 10,000 which are also used for
artiﬁcial network training to classify cell objects [89].
Each digital image f is a function f : ði; jÞ ! li;j that maps discrete
coordinates to a ﬁnite range of a matrix I of the size m-by-n,
I ¼ ðli;j Þm;n
i;j¼1 , whereas I is either denoted as IðgÞ with gray-values or
levels li;j 2 f0; . . . ; 255g or as IðbÞ with two-levels, resp. binary values li;j 2 f0; 1g.
Gray-level images were segmented by the global segmentation
method of [78] (Fig. 1) followed by an opening and closing to remove oversegmented small regions and ﬁll undersegmented small
holes. Opening and closing were performed applying a symmetric
diamond shaped structuring element of size 3. By closing an image,
the ﬁlling of small holes will effect the splitting result, because
they do not contribute any more to the formation of evolving
markers within the multiscale morphological procedure as well
as to disturbances in the distance transform for the watershed procedure. Because cells are the objects of interest, the opening deletes small foreground objects which do not belong to the
compartment of cell bodies. Therefore, oversegmentation will be
reduced.
We decided to apply the segmentation of [78] after testing further techniques (local adaptive, K-means, mean-shift). The outcomes of these segmentation algorithms are shown in Fig. 1a and
b. The results of the Otsu, K-means [69,15,54] and mean-shift
[33,17,18] segmentations are quite similar. The local adaptive segmentation provides better segmentations for small disjoint cells
whereby noise (Fig. 1a and a”) appears in the binarized image
and regions of fused cells are obviously larger. Many further promising segmentation methods are possible to apply, e.g. texturebased[49], adaptive fuzzy c-means methods[82–84,81] or gradient
vector ﬁelds[136,137], however, after ﬁnding similar results of different global thresholding methods, the more complex techniques
were not tested.
Binarization gives rise to connected components due to juxtaposed objects of interest. Therefore, images are divided in foreground and background. We deﬁne the sets X 1 # IðbÞ and X 0 # IðbÞ
with

X 1 ¼ fði; jÞ; li;j ¼ 1g ! foreground

ð1Þ

0

X ¼ fði; jÞ; li;j ¼ 0g ! background
1

0

ð2Þ
X 1i

1

Now we state X [ X ¼ IðbÞ . The subset
# X is a connected
component or object if the points x 2 X 1i of the image f are neighbored with regard to a given metric so that they can be labeled
commonly by a certain attribute. The foreground is the union of
S
connected components X 1 ¼ i X 1i .
Connected components can be decomposed by the conventional
watershed transformation [91,64] that is a matter of common
knowledge realized by an efﬁcient pixel list sorting algorithm
[122]. Therefore, the algorithm of the watershed decomposition
(WSD) is not explained. Regarding the digital topology, 8-connectivity was used. The Euclidean distance was applied to calculate
distance maps of binary images. We used the WSD to compare
its results with the approaches developed here. There exist four basic preprocessing steps for applying the WSD: (1) directly smoothing the gray-level image, (2) distance transformation of a binary
segmented image, (3) marker-based WSD (seeded watershed)
and (4) internal and external regions approach [64]. Here, the dis-
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tance transformation of binary segmented images was used. Finally, the distance transformed images were smoothed by a 5  5
median ﬁlter because small concavities and convexities of the contours cause numerous small peaks in the distance transform landscape. If the distance transform is not smoothed a strong
oversegmentation will appear. It turns out that a 5  5 ﬁlter size
is optimal for the negative effects in distance transforms caused
by roughness of the contours. However, the ﬁlter size must be adjusted with regard to single object size, cluster size and roughness
of the contours of clusters. In Section 3 the splitting result of the
WSD will be presented ﬁrst, followed by the results of the morphological multiscale decomposition. As both algorithms decompose
the same pre-processed (noise reduced) binary image it is indicated that a positive comparison has been made.
2.1. Expected decomposition (EXD)
The human decomposed images provide ground truth boundaries and are designated as expected decompositions (EXD). The
EXDs contain boundaries marked by human subjects that are
considered to be valid. However, sometimes multiple segmentations (multiple ground truth) of an image by different subjects exist. This is largely due to image segmentation and object
splitting being ill-deﬁned problems. In these cases the most
common manual-marked boundary was considered as the singular ground truth in a set of acceptable solutions. All EXDs have
been hand-labeled by experts in neurohistology to obtain a unique set of splittings for comparison with the algorithm results.
These splittings are made on principles of Gestalt theory [25].
Due to these principles [29,7,10,76,60,44,109] components of objects are analyzed by investigators [43]. Information along visual
contours that is relevant for cognitive subdividing of objects is
concentrated in regions of high magnitude of curvature [5],
rather than being distributed uniformly along the contour. [5]
indicates that most shape information is contained in the corners (high curvature points), which allows to characterize the
contour. This has been investigated more precisely by [29] in regard to information theory [89,108]. Based on the Gestalt principles proximity, similarity, continuity, and closure of human
perception, experts were instructed to concentrate on sharp
inﬂections possessing a topological relation in order to outline
the expected split paths [115]. In the EXD images of Fig. 4a’,
c’–f’ the locations of cells are marked by circles. This labeling
can be compared easily with the results of the WSD and MSD
splittings in Fig. 7.
2.2. Morphological multiscale decomposition (MSD)
The constitution of cells in brain tissue is rather variable with
regard to the size and shape of cells. Therefore, a multiscale approach appears to be appropriate in order to decompose cell clusters which are composed of highly variable cells.
The morphological multiscale decomposition is generated by
operators that employ scalable templates by using a morphological
structuring element r. The scaling number s determines the grade
of the generated level. Using a morphological operator M that
transforms the image f, we note a scale of s levels as the following:

Mr0 ðf Þ :¼ f
Mr1 ðf Þ :¼ Mr ðf Þ

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

Mrs ðf Þ :¼ Msr ðf Þ

ð5Þ

Images generated by a scalable operator M at a certain scale are
noted as:

F s :¼ Mrs ðf Þ with F 0 ¼ f

The scale space F : N  Xmn ! B needs the scale number s with
s 2 N.
In a ﬁrst step, the image is decomposed into size-speciﬁc scales
of distinct morphological markers Iðb;markerÞs , each of them indicate a
disjoint cell without dealing with its shape. The converse synthesis
of scales reconstructs the cell size and cell shape but prevents the
merging of already separated regions. The beneﬁt of this approach
is a scale-independent decomposition, because differently sized
cells are treated within their proper scale.
Morphological reconstruction ﬁlters are dual ﬁlters that consist
of n-fold erosion Enr ðIðbÞ Þ and n-fold dilation Dnr ðIðbÞ Þ [106,110,26].
Eroded and dilated images contain the markers of the binary image
IðbÞ of disjoint regions. These markers are determined by applying a
circular binary structuring element of radius r. To store the marker
pixels a binary masking image M ðbÞ is applied within a n-fold
masked erosion Enr ðIðbÞ ; M ðbÞ Þ and dilation Dnr ðIðbÞ ; M ðbÞ Þ. The masked
operator gives rise to a white-reconstruction D1
r ðIðbÞ ; M ðbÞ Þ. The
reconstruction was realized by iterating a masked morphological
operation until B reaches a steady state as denoted by 1.
The reconstruction of level s þ 1 is performed with the binary
masking image MðbÞ ¼ Iðb;markerÞsþ1 (M ðbÞ : the masking image) by
expanding the initially smaller objects of Iðb;markerÞs . However, we
need a process to prohibit merging of expanding marker regions.
By using the dual operator white-skiz Dzr ðIðbÞ ; M ðbÞ Þ (z: skeletonby-inﬂuence-zone (skiz)) expanding marker regions do not merge
[72]. Basically, the white-skiz is the skeleton of the background
and an analog to the watershed transform of graylevel images
[106,77]. A one-pixel gap between those objects of IðbÞ that are covered by markers in M ðbÞ will appear. Hence, the number of regions
in Dzr ðIðbÞ ; M ðbÞ Þ equals those in M ðbÞ .
The n-fold opening Onr ðIðbÞ Þ :¼ Dnr ðEnr ðIðbÞ ÞÞ and closing
Cnr ðIðbÞ Þ :¼ Enr ðDnr ðIðbÞ ÞÞ are ordered sequences of dilation and erosion. The reconstructive opening and closing take the steady states
into account [21]:
 n-fold opening by reconstruction:





Oðn;1Þ
IðbÞ ; M ðbÞ :¼ Dnr Enr ðIðbÞ Þ; MðbÞ
r

ð6Þ

 n-fold closing by reconstruction:





Cðn;1Þ
IðbÞ ; MðbÞ :¼ Enr Dnr ðIðbÞ Þ; M ðbÞ
r

ð7Þ

This binary processing represent a reconstruction of IðbÞ from
M ðbÞ after noise ﬁltering by an appropriate dual ﬁlter to suppress
non-relevant markers due to noise. The noise emerges from the
process of optoelectronic imaging and from biological small structures that do not belong to the structures of interest, e.g. cells. In
the case of M ðbÞ ¼ IðbÞ the n-fold opening and closing by reconstruction ﬁlters give rise to a nonlinear noise reduction by concomitantly preserving boundaries of regions by removing
compartments smaller than the n-fold iterated operator r. Finally,
the n-fold opening and closing by reconstruction processes can be
combined by their successive application. This leads to the n-double reconstruction ﬁlter:









Wðn;1Þ
ðIðbÞ Þ :¼ Cðn;1Þ
Oðn;1Þ
IðbÞ ; IðbÞ ; IðbÞ :
r
r
r

ð8Þ

This ﬁlter removes white and black regions from IðbÞ that do not
belong to compartments of interest (cells and cell clusters). Here,
we applied a double reconstruction ﬁlter of size r ¼ 1 whereby r
is the radius of the symmetric 3  3 structure element which turns
out to be well below the expected minimal area of small glial cells
and small neurons like granular cells.
We hypothesize that decomposition of binary regions composed of connected cells can be separated best by using distinct
markers within their size-speciﬁc scale. Individual cells can be seg-
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mented progressively by reconstructing them from their markers
determined by an iterative erosion process until reaching a steady
state. First, the markers are derived in a topdown procedure realized by enhanced erosion that starts at the noise ﬁltered binary image (top) and erodes regions down to their marker(s). Furthermore,
the topdown procedure analyzes enhanced erosion results. Each
erosion step s produces a marker scale Iðb;markerÞs . At least, this yields
one distinct marker for each cell. The following bottomup procedure makes use of enhanced dilation to reconstruct the original
shapes, while preventing already separated markers from merging
again.
The analytical topdown procedure starts at the binary image IðbÞ
that represents the markers at scale 0 6 s 6 k 2 N, where k is the
total number of scales. The complete scale-space is generated by
a sequence of k successive enhanced erosions, respectively, constrained openings:

3

2
6 

6 n
Iðb;markerÞs ¼ Dm
Er Iðb;markerÞs1 ;
r6
4|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n
Iero
ðb;markerÞs1


7
7
E1r Iðb;markerÞs1 7
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}5

ð9Þ

ero1
Iðb;markerÞ
s1

n
where Dm
r and Er denote m-fold dilation and n-fold erosion. At the
scale s, the n-eroded marker image Enr ðIðb;markerÞs1 Þ, respectively,
n
Iero
ðb;markerÞs1 is m-fold dilated by the condition of an 1-fold erosion
1
leadEr ðIðb;markerÞs1 Þ which is underbraced and denoted as Iero
ðb;markerÞs1
ing to the next scale image Iðb;markerÞs . Each of these scale images initialize subdivisions of those cells belonging to that speciﬁc scale. In
such a way the markers X 1i # Iðb;markerÞs1 represent those objects that
are larger than rns :

8X 1i # Iðb;markerÞs1 9X 1j # IðbÞ : #ðX 1j # IðbÞ Þ > rns
The parameters n and m are derived from a priori knowledge of
the smallest biological object of the specimen under investigation.
with
n¼3
removes
all
The
erosion
Enr ðIðb;markerÞs1 Þ
1
objects#ðX i # Iðb;markerÞs1 Þ > rns which size corresponds to the scale
s. As well as initial n-double reconstruction, the n-fold erosion ﬁlters false markers and for this n ¼ 3 is appropriate for all scales. If
connected components consist of subregions #ðX 1i # Iðb;markerÞs1 Þ
having strong shape variations the erosion Enr ðIðb;markerÞs1 Þ may ﬁlter multiple disjoint markers X 1jl # Iðb;markerÞs with X 1j1 \ X 1j2 \ . . . ¼ ;
and X 1jl # Iðb;markerÞs  X 1i # Iðb;markerÞs1 .
Since Eq. 9 actually represents an opening, m 6 n is a side condition for the m-fold dilation. For m ¼ n the number of false markers is too large and yields a trade-off of reducing markers and
decomposition of connect components sizes. However, a m-fold
dilation by m ¼ n þ 1 gives rise to satisfying (see Section 3) subdivisions of cell clusters. The total number of scales k is an uncritical
parameter since it is above a certain threshold that depends on the
maximum size of cells. Because we applied the procedure to
images of different kinds of clusters covering variable shapes and
sizes of objects it turned out to be optimal to perform ultimative
stepping through the morphological scale space (MSS). The
pseudocode of the topdown procedure is given in Algorithm 1.
The marker scales Iðb;markerÞs are processed by enhanced dilations
to recover original cell regions in IðbÞ that should be separated. For
each image at scale s an image Irec
ðbÞs1 is reconstructed (Fig. 2). The
reconstructed image Irec
ðbÞs1 incorporates the information of all those
markers of scale P s and preserves their subdivided regions. The
markers are reconstructed to the original size of objects of scale s
rec
by combining Irec
ðbÞs and Iðb;markerÞs , whereas I ðb;markerÞs  I ðbÞs . Hence,

rec
the resulting image IðbÞs consists of all markers of IðbÞs and those
contained in Iðb;markerÞs , but not in Irec
ðbÞs :

n
o
rec
IðbÞs ¼ Irec
ðbÞs [ Iðb;markerÞs n I ðbÞs

ð10Þ
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The latter step ensures that no subdivision is lost during reconstruction. The pseudocode of the bottomup procedure is given in
Algorithm 2. At last, a white-skiz reconstruction is applied to extend the shapes of I
ðbÞs to those of Iðb;markerÞs preserving their partitions. Then we obtain the reconstructed markers Irec
ðbÞs1 of scale s,
whereas Iðb;markerÞs1 is used as a mask:




z
Irec
ðbÞs1 ¼ Dr IðbÞs ; I ðb;markerÞs1 :

ð11Þ

Additionally to the pseudocode that will be presented next, the
steps of the MSD approach are visualized to show the differences of
intermediate data at different scales in Fig. 2.
Algorithm 1. Topdown
Require: originalImage, r.
Ensure: Iðb;markerÞs ; s ¼ 1; . . . ; k.
1: Iðb;1Þ ¼ originalImage
2: s ¼ 0
3: n ¼ 3
4: m ¼ n þ 1
5: while RRðIðb;1Þ Þ > 0 do
6:
s¼sþ1
7:
Iðb;2Þ ¼ Er ðIðb;1Þ Þ {1-fold erosion of Is1 ; Iðb;2Þ ¼ E1r ðIs1 Þ}
8:
Iðb;3Þ ¼ Iðb;2Þ
9:
for i ¼ 2 to n do
10:
Iðb;3Þ ¼ Er ðIðb;3Þ Þ {n-fold erosion of Is1 ; Iðb;3Þ ¼ Enr ðIs1 Þ}
11:
end for
12:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ Iðb;3Þ
13:
for i ¼ 1 to m do
14:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ Dr ðIðb;4Þ Þ {m-fold dilation of Iðb;3Þ ; Iðb;4Þ ¼ Dm
r ðIðb;3Þ Þ}
{with Iðb;2Þ ¼ E1r ðIs1 Þ as masking image}
15:
for all Iðb;4Þ such that Iðb;4Þ > Iðb;2Þ do
16:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ 0
17:
end for
18:
end for
19:
Iðb;markerÞs ¼ Iðb;4Þ
20:
Iðb;1Þ ¼ Iðb;4Þ
21: end while
22: k = s {k = total number of scales}

Algorithm 2. Bottomup
Require: originalImage, r; Iðb;markerÞs ; s ¼ k; . . . ; 0.
Ensure Iðb;recÞ .
1: Iðb;1Þ ¼ originalImage
2: Iðb;2Þ ¼ Iðb;markerÞk1
3: Iðb;recÞ ¼ Iðb;markerÞk1
4: Iðb;recGapÞ ¼ Iðb;markerÞk1
5: for s ¼ k  2 downto 0 by step 1 do
6:
if s ¼ 0 then
7:
Iðb;3Þ ¼ Iðb;1Þ
8:
else
9:
Iðb;3Þ ¼ Iðb;markerÞs1 fmask for Dzr in line 17g
10: end if
11: Iðb;4Þ ¼ Iðb;recÞ þ ðIðb;2Þ  Iðb;recGapÞ Þfcreating Iðb;4Þ ¼ I
s g
12: for all Iðb;4Þ such that Iðb;4Þ ¼¼ 2 do
13:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ 0 {revision of modiﬁcation from line 34}
14: end for
15: while TRUE do
16:
Iðb;pbÞ ¼ Iðb;4Þ
17:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ Dr ðIðb;4Þ Þfdilation Dzr ðI
r Þg
{with Iðb;3Þ ¼ Iðb;markerÞs1 as masking image}
18:
for all Iðb;4Þ such that Iðb;4Þ > Iðb;3Þ do
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19:
20:

Iðb;4Þ ¼ 0
end for
{skeleton of background to prevent merging}
21:
objBorders ¼ skizðabsð1  Iðb;pbÞ ÞÞ
22:
Iðb;4Þ ¼ Iðb;4Þ þ ðð2Þ  objBordersÞ
23:
½xgapygap ¼ findðIðb;4Þ ¼¼ 1Þ
24:
Iðb;4Þ ðfindðIðb;4Þ ¼¼ 1ÞÞ ¼ 0
25:
Iðb;4Þ ðfindðIðb;4Þ ¼¼ 2ÞÞ ¼ 0
26:
Iðb;paÞ ¼ Iðb;4Þ
27:
if Iðb;pbÞ ¼ Iðb;paÞ Iðb;4Þ reached a steady state
28:
Iðb;recÞ ¼ Iðb;4Þ
29:
Iðb;recGapÞ ¼ Iðb;4Þ
30:
if length(xgap) then
31:
for k ¼ 1 to lengthðxgapÞ do
32:
{modifying Iðb;recÞ in order to prevent gaps from
disappearing in line 11}
33:
Iðb;recGap;Þðxgap ;ygap Þ ¼ 1
k
k
34:
end for
35:
end if
36:
break {leaving while-loop because Iðb;4Þ reached a steady
state
37:
end if
38: end while
39: Iðb;2Þ ¼ Iðb;3Þ
40: end for

3. Results
In the following the results of the morphological multiscale
decomposition (MSD) and the watershed-based decomposition
(WSD) in consideration of the expected decompositions (EXD)
are presented.
3.1. Expected decompositions (EXD)
These partitions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Different persons
have partitioned the objects or separated images of cell clusters
as shown in Fig. 4. These images are considered as optimal partitions which are compared to the results obtained by MSD and
WSD.
3.2. Watershed-based decomposition (WSD)
The WSD leads to satisfying results if regions of a connected component do not exhibit too strong overlaps Figs. 5a2, b2, d2 and 6a2–
g2. However, small subregions positioned around a relative large
area Fig. 5e2 and small protrusions with corners Fig. 5f2 produce
considerable differences in comparison to EXDs. The WSD result of
the circle cluster Fig. 5g2 yields an optimal splitting with regard to
EXD. Regarding the more complex clusters in Fig. 7b2 we obtain
comparable results as observed before. Oversegmentations occur
more frequently than undersegmentations. At different regions we
ﬁnd cap-like oversegmentations. Larger objects exhibiting small
concavities on their contours are undersegmented. The binary image
of cells in Fig. 7c2 shows rather more undersegmentations. In the
scanned mouse brain three cell clusters were isolated and analyzed
separately. In Fig. 7d2 the upper part of the cluster was splitted better than by the MSD method. However, the lower part of this cluster
was oversegmented. The cluster in Fig. 7e2 shows an undersegmentation at the upper right part which was splitted correctly by the
MSD method. Additionally, in this cluster an oversegmentation is
produced by the WSD whereas Fig. 7f2 shows a satisfying result,
however, some parts of the cluster are still undersegmented.

Fig. 3. Synthetic images used for developing and testing the decomposition
algorithms. Letters without apostrophe designate the original images and those
with an apostrophe the expected decompositions done by investigators. (a–c) IPAN
test images (http://visual.ipan.sztaki.hu/corner/corner_click.html), [59]. In contrast
to the IPAN test images we used test images with different kind of holes and regions
within holes.

3.3. Morphological multiscale decomposition (MSD)
The MSD was applied to the same images like EXD and WSD.
Marginal undersegmentations are found in example Fig. 5c1, e1
and f1 whereas the latter shows more splitted parts than the result
of WSD. However, in the case of Fig. 5c1 the two determined split
paths ﬁt slightly better to the EXD results in Fig. 5c3 than those of
the WSD results in Fig. 5c2. The cluster of circles in Fig. 5g1 was
decomposed nearly complete.
Applying the MSD to synthetic images with connected domains
(holes) (Fig. 6) a remarkable inﬂuence of determining split paths
can be observed. The elongated image Fig. 6a1 are similar to the
WSD result of Fig. 6a2. In Fig. 6b1 one short split of a small protrusion is missing, but all other separations are optimal in comparison
to the EXD image (Fig. 6b3). In Fig. 6c1 we can observe an important effect of MSD which consists in generating split paths form
convexities of holes to concavities of the cluster contours. This
can be observed also in Fig. 6d1, e1, f1 and g1. Split paths were
generated between holes of the connected domain as shown in
Fig. 6e1 but not between convexities of the same connected domain. In Fig. 6f1 and g1 a connected domain of circular shape is located between three adjacent concavities of the surrounding
contour. To each of three concavities split paths were constructed.
The more complex examples in Fig. 7 show different results of
decomposition for MSD and WSD. In these images mixtures of small
and large cell clusters as well as non-clustered cells occur. In Fig. 7a1
MSD detected slightly less objects but produced fewer oversegmentations than WSD. This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 7b1 and
c1, too. The decomposition by MSD of neuron clusters of the mouse
brain (Fig. 7d1, e1, and f1) show less oversegmentations than those
of the WSD (Fig. 7d2, e2, and f2) and in Fig. 7e1 a correct additional
splitting that is absent in the WSD result (Fig. 7e2).
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Fig. 4. A micrograph containing cell clusters of the dentate gyrus is shown in (a). (b), (c) and (h) Are taken from [94]. With respect to object shape and positioning of objects in
(b) and (c) these structures are comparable to cellular object (taken from [94]). (d–f) High-resolution scans of cells from a mouse brain. A part of the scan of a coronal mouse
brain section is shown in (g) where the regions are marked by three black polygons. (i and j) Are from the Squid image database (http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Research/VSSP/
imagedb/demo.html) used for shape description algorithms. However, the latter images were contributed originally by [57]. (http://visual.ipan.sztaki.hu/corner/
corner_click.html). The expected decompositions are shown on the right side of each original image. Letters without apostrophe designate the original images and those with
an apostrophe the expected decompositions done by investigators.

In a further experiment the splitting results of WSD and MSD for
large and small cell clusters of two high-resolution ﬂat bed scanned
histological sections of rat brain were compared (Fig. 8). The ROIs
are located in regions with large cell densities like the substantia nigra, the hippocampus, the entorhinal region and the amygdala complex (Fig. 8a and b). Within the ROI images the largest and second
largest connected region was determined. A rectangular cropping
was performed. The resulting cropped regions are transferred to
the gray-level images shown in Fig. 8c–u. After binarization the
WSD and MSD were performed. The WSD result is marked with
red lines and the MSD result with green lines. Those regions which
were splitted by MSD but not by the WSD are marked with a green
plus sign. In all cases this split paths of the MSD are ﬁtting the local
cell distribution. A green minus sign was put at those regions were
the WSD performed a correct split but MSD do not put a split path
(Fig. 8c–e, m, and o). Red minus signs (Fig. 8d, f, j, s, and t) were put

at regions were WSD yields a oversegmentation. In conclusion, the
MSD do not generates oversegmentations. However, in some situations MSD tends to undersegmentations whereby the WSD shows
numerous oversegmentations and undersegmentations.
To compare the similarity of MSD and WSD results with the
EXD the rand index (RI)[117,118] and boundary displacement error
(BDE) [31] was used. The RI is the ratio of the number of pairs of
pixels having the compatible label relationship in MSD and EXD,
respectively, WSD and EXD. A large RI means a good match of
the algorithmic segmentation and the human generated expected
segmentation (ground truth). The BDE evaluates segmentation
quality in terms of the precision of the splitted region boundaries.
It is based on a distance measure meaning that small values indicate a good match of the algorithmic segmentation and the ground
truth. The MSD provides a mean RI of 0:75 with a standard error of
mean (SEM) of 0:09. The WSD gives a mean RI of 0:61 with a stan-
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Fig. 5. Results of partitioning by morphological multiscale decomposition (MSD) in
the ﬁrst column (a1–g1), watershed decomposition (WSD) in the second column
(a2–g2), and expected decomposition (EXD) in the third column (a3–g3). The latter
was realized by an evaluator. Here, most images do not possess holes. In (b1), (c1),
(e1) and (f1) the connected regions exhibit mixtures of corners and continuous
concavities. The images (c1), (c2), (e1), (e2), (f1) and f2) are not partitioned
satisfying neither by (WSD) nor (MSD).

dard error of mean (SEM) of 0:1. With regard to RI the MSD splitting matches better with the ground truth than the WSD. This result coincides with the BDE where MSD splitting leads to 5:01 (SEM
1:5) and WSD provides a BDE of 5:99 (SEM 1:42).
4. Discussion
The synthetic images were developed as bilevel images. The
gray-level images in Fig. 7 were segmented by the method of
[78]. The global segmentation strategy was applied because shading errors do not appear in ﬂat bed scanned images and we have
optimized microscopic illumination with regard to maximizing
homogeneity. Therefore, shading corrections that effects local gray
level distributions were not necessary and local adaptive thres-

Fig. 6. Analog to the last ﬁgure results of partitioning by morphological scale
decomposition (MSD) are presented in the ﬁrst column, those of watershed
decomposition (WSD) in the second column, and the expected decompositions
(EXD) are shown in the third column. As mentioned earlier, the latter was realized
by an evaluator. In contrast to the latter ﬁgure, most images do possess holes.

holding was avoided because it turns out to be complex if frame
adaption is object size driven. The latter emerge to be problematic
due to the high variability of cell cluster sizes which can be presented in multiple tiles of images if larger histological regions (image mosaics) are analyzed. Further global segmentations like
mean-shift [33,17,18] and K-means [69,15,54] lead to similar segmentation results like the method of [78]. Preprocessing steps for
noise removal either of the foreground or of the background turns
out to be necessary to reduce oversegmentations. The size of the
employed structuring elements for the opening and closing do
not effect the structures of interest, i.e. different types of biological
cells because these are considerably larger.
The testing of the MSD algorithm on the basis of a ground truth
splitting (EXD) comprise problems if clusters are complex whereby
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Fig. 7. In the ﬁrst column the results of the MSD are shown, in the second those of the WSD and those of the EXD in the last column.

in simple synthetic images the ground truth of a splitting can be
generated easily. Even if the test persons are urged to connect opposed concavities and holes having short distances to each other,
providing convex shapes and minimizing the difference of the size
of areas of the splitted parts the ground truth between persons
may vary. However, in our experiments we do not found stronger
variations of splittings like orthogonal split paths derived from different persons even in complex images.
As described by [70,71] ultimately eroded points determined by
the maximal distance from all adjacent ultimate eroded points are
centers of individual objects [106] that can be used for calculating
separation lines between them. However, Metzler et al. pointed out
that this entails that all objects have to be of similar size and objects must exhibit regular shapes. Hence, compact regions of different size cannot be decomposed correctly because the marker
generation depends on size and scale.
The WSD [125,9,124,75,23,52] is modiﬁed, optimized to the
speciﬁc object segmentation problem and applied by most investigators [125,9,124,63,75,23,20,122,2,52,27]. Since the WSD can be
accessed easily because it is implemented in many software pack-

ages for image analysis, it prevailed for many separation problems.
Obvious advantages of the WSD is the applicability to different
kinds of preprocessed binary and gray-level and color images containing domains to be decomposed which vary within certain
ranges in size. Eventually, WSD can be easily adapted to multidimensional partition problems [56].
However, this approach has limitations in regard to cell clusters
composed of cells with large differences of cell areas, shapes and
center-to-center distances that are smaller than the radius of the
assembled objects [52]. Here, we observed problems in terms of
holes within clusters of objects. If juxtaposed objects share larger
overlapping regions WSD becomes less effective. When WSD is applied to irregularly shaped regions it causes unsatisfying splittings.
We observed cap-like separations at large protrusions covering
small areas. Another disadvantage are the inaccurate split paths
which are situated around concavities, however, not passing exactly the concavities. Overall, WSD clearly exhibit obvious differences to the expected decompositions (EXD). With respect to
decomposition problems of a larger class of planar domains WSD
turns out to be inappropriate.
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Fig. 8. Here, cell splitting of cell clusters that appear in high resolution scanned brain sections of the rat brain are of primary interest. In (a) and (b) the two sections of a rat
brain are shown in which regions of interest were cropped and highlighted by blue rectangular regions. All sample images (c)–(u) are taken from the latter regions. Red lines
are generated by the WSD while green lines are produced by the MSD. Those cell regions which where splitted in addition by MSD by contrast to WSD are marked by a green
plus sign. Cell regions within clusters which were separated by WSD but not by MSD are marked by a green minus sign: (c)–(e), (m), (o), and (u). Oversegmentations of the
WSD are marked by a red minus sign: (f), (j), (s), and (t). Scale bars: (c)–(g) 50 lm, (h)–(u) 20 lm.

The two-stage multiscale approach avoids the drawbacks due to
irregular shaped regions, large and long protrusions covering small
areas and inaccurate positioning of split paths mentioned before.
These disadvantages of the watershed technique result mainly
from its single-scale nature. The generation of a morphological
scale space, ﬁltering of false markers, and their stepwise reconstruction is independent of the object’s size and additionally improve results.
The MSD can be applied successfully to object compositions
with strong discontinuities or corners. Especially, shapes that are
elongated or where objects are clustered in a chain-like manner
can be partitioned efﬁciently by the MSD. The result of the MSD
algorithm is strongly dependent on the size and shape of the structuring element r, however, this is the exclusive parameter if we do
not have ﬁtted the number of scales k to the size of domains to be
decomposed. This seems adequate, since size and shape of cell
clusters in the CNS may vary considerably.

We intend to solve partitions of strongly clustered cells of different size and shape which may come up to huge and highly complex clusters like that shown in Fig. 4g whereas the WSD may not
suitable in terms of reliability. With regard to the size of cell clusters the complexity of the MSD algorithm was determined. The required time to perform a splitting by the MSD is a quadratic
function of the number of foreground pixels #ðX 1 ðIÞÞ, whereas
the quadratic coefﬁcient a is a very small number (a 6 1  106 ).
Currently we are implementing the parallelization of basic morphologic funtions and ﬁrst results show a promising speedup especially for large images on multi-processor machines. Therefore, the
computational cost is a problem that can be solved since it turns
out that the new MSD approach offers some important advantages
with regard to partitioning of objects covering features of:
 convex and concave corners,
 convex and concave curves,
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 geometric hierarchies of concavities and convexities, and
 domains with holes within clusters of objects.
An important feature of the MSD is its reliability with regard to
similar split paths if holes are added to the same cluster of objects
what speaks in favor for robustness. It was shown that objects with
strong discontinuities like the example of the binary plane
(Fig. 5f3) and the binary ﬁsh silhouette (Fig. 5e3) result in partitions that are rather similar like those derived from EXD. A disadvantage seems to be the partition of small protrusions with regard
to the area of the appropriate domain Fig. 5e1, however, in most
cases such small protrusions are not individual cells rather noncellular material of the neuropil, appendages of cells or artifacts.
Strong corner-like protrusions in combination with small curvelike concavities like those in Fig. 5c1 and f1 yield to few partitions.
The numerous oversegmentations of the WSD regardless smoothing the distance transform are not observed in the MSD results.
This phenomenon was found in several different images of different cluster sizes emphasizing again the robustness of the MSD.
Moreover, the MSD determined split paths that were not found
by the classical WSD approach. In the majority of these cases the
partitions are in line with contour concavities which are characteristic for attached cells. Therefore, the correctness of MSD turns out
to be superior with regard to WSD.
It is now clear that, in addition to strong overlaps of domains
containing multiple holes (Fig. 7a1–e1) such subregions of a connected component can be integrated into meaningful split paths.
This observation suggests, that compared to other studies the
MSD approach has some principal advantages concerning partition of clustered regions with emerging complexity. At this point
of time, however, it has not been possible to identify clearly separated cells in huge clusters of several thousands of cells each
composed of a few pixels which are derived from high-resolution ﬂat bed scanning. Therefore, this issue is considered currently by developing pre-partitioning steps and parallelized
algorithms. We have presented experimental data that the
MSD approach turns out to be a suitable splitting technique,
while not deﬁnitive, will provide a useful perspective for future
investigations of decomposing highly complex aggregations of
biological cells.
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